**PRODUCT OVERVIEW**

Chipco Bayfidan is a broad spectrum, highly effective, systemic foliar fungicide that is quickly absorbed by plants and translocated to sites of infection.

Active constituent: 250 g/L triadimenol

**APPLICATION AND RATE**

Application rates are 30 mL per 100 m² for preventative control of dollar spot and 60 mL per 100 m² for curative control of dollar spot and for all other diseases registered.

For curative control of dollar spot apply high rate under conditions of heavy disease pressure and repeat as necessary.

For preventative treatment on all diseases apply as a monthly spray.

For take-all patch apply after soil fumigation with methyl bromide. Apply thoroughly 6-8 weeks after seeding and repeat every 8 weeks for first 2 years (for continued protection).

**MIXING**

Add the required quantity of Chipco Bayfidan to water in the spray vat while stirring or with agitators in motion.

**PACK SIZE**

Chipco Bayfidan is packed in a 1 litre poly container which is sufficient to treat approximately 1660 m² at the 60 mL rate.

**PRINCIPAL USES**

For the control of the following turf diseases:

- Dollar spot (Not Tas or NT)
- Winter fusarium (NSW, Vic, Tas only)
- Black helminthosporium (QLD, NSW, Tas only)
- Take-all patch (Not SA or NT)

**KEY FEATURES**

- Broad spectrum of activity
- Highly systemic - less affected by rainfall or irrigation than contact type fungicides
- Protects the entire plant
- Long residual protection on all diseases
- Safe on all turfgrass species unlike some other triazoles
- Low hazard to the user and public
- Rapid curative control of turf diseases
- Easy to mix and apply

*Always Read The Product Label Before Using Chipco Bayfidan*
PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE, FISH, CRUSTACEANS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Harmful to fish. DO NOT contaminate streams, rivers or waterways with the chemical or used containers.

PROTECTION OF CROPS, NATIVE AND NON-TARGET PLANTS

DO NOT apply earlier than 5 weeks after sowing.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Store in the closed, original container in a cool, well-ventilated area. DO NOT store for prolonged periods in direct sunlight. Triple or (preferably) pressure rinse container before disposal. Add rinsings to the spray tank. DO NOT dispose of undiluted chemicals on-site. If recycling, replace cap and return clean containers to recycler or designated landfill. If not recycling, break, crush or puncture and bury empty containers at a local authority landfill.

If no landfill is available, bury the containers below 500mm in a disposal pit specifically marked for this purpose and set up clear of waterways, desirable vegetation and tree roots. Empty containers and product should not be burnt.

SAFETY DIRECTIONS

Will irritate the eyes and skin. Avoid contact with the eyes and skin. DO NOT inhale spray mist. When preparing spray, wear overalls buttoned to the neck and wrist, washable hat, elbow-length butyl rubber gloves and goggles. If product in eyes, wash it out immediately with water. After use and before eating, drinking or smoking, wash hands, arms and face thoroughly with soap and water. After each days use, wash gloves, goggles and contaminated clothing.

FIRST AID

If poisoning occurs, contact a doctor or Poisons Information Centre. phone 131126.